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CROSS COUNTRY COURSE
A reminder that the cross country course will be closed to all until after the ODE.

STATE GAMES, FLAT & MUSICAL RIDE
Well done to flat team 2nd Jamie, Hannah, Emerald and Brianna as well as the Games teams 6th (Alice,
Darcy, Darcy, Charmaine, Isabel, Fiona, Isabella) and 7th (Linzy, Olivia, Jarred, Kristine, Emily, Chanel
and Jade).
A big thank you to all of the helpers who made the weekend a huge success with a profit of almost
$10,000

HORSE TRIALS
Please check the jobs list for the horse trials and please let De know if you can't help or do your job so we
can replace you.
BMPC members who wish to ride should enter at this rally.
Any rider staying at PC for horse trials will not able to stay in shed because they'll be set up for the event.
You will need to sleep in floats and be accompanied by an adult.

BMPC PRE ROYAL SHOW
Our Pre Royal Show will be held in August. Keep you eye out for the program which will be out soon.

BEDS SERIES
This year the club has a great representation in the Beds series. Well done to our riders who are bringing
home some impressive results!

PONY CLUB CARDS
New are cards out this rally- check your gradings are correct before you get to a competition!!! A reminder
to take old cards that are not required out of the card holder. You need to have your current card and last
years only - so you have 12 months worth of rallies.

WORKING WITH CHILDREN CHECKS
Any parents/ helpers/ instructors that have them please give details to Simon Karp. You will need to check
if yours is due for renewal soon and do so if required.

TEAM CHALLENGE
Well done to all the riders that have been selected to represent Bacchus marsh PC and Barwon zone at
the zones teams challenge - grade 3&4 horse trials riders. Competing at Yarrambat weekend after
Bacchus marsh....good luck

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Alena Cooke, Alice Fitzpatrick, Abby McLean, Olivia Peterson & Emily Sterling

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

